
The Wife I Picked Up Is Too Chapter Chapter 224 

Chapter 224: Innately Flirtatious 

Feng Qing sat on the toilet bowl and listened to Feng Jianing’s words. Every word felt like a 

bullet that struck her heart fiercely. It had been so many years, but the Feng family’s attitude towards 

her had still not changed. Even if she wasn’t blind, it was the same. 

 

“If I remember correctly, President Liu’s youngest son is older than me, right?” Feng Qing said 

coldly. 

 

Feng Jianing didn’t care and said, “Isn’t that better? Marry President Liu first and serve him 

properly. After all, he’s so many years older than you, he’ll definitely die before you. At that time, you 

can hook up with his youngest son. From what I see in school, I think you’re quite good at seducing men. 

Young Master Gu and Young Master Xie are all surrounding you. I believe you’re very experienced in this 

aspect.” 

 

“Sister, in your eyes, am I the kind of person who hooks up with men?” Feng Qing asked again. 

 

Feng Jianing curled her lips and said disdainfully, “You’re asking the obvious. Don’t you know 

what kind of person you are? We’re all family, so there’s nothing to be embarrassed about.” 

 

A cold smile appeared on Feng Qing’s lips. Feng Jianing’s ugly face hadn’t changed at all. She 

could even say such words. She was really disgusting to the point of not hiding it at all. 

 

“You’re also a daughter of the Feng family. Why didn’t you marry President Liu?” Feng Qing 

asked. 

 

Feng Jianing said arrogantly, “Don’t compare me with you. The two of us were born in different 

worlds. Do you think that after returning to the Feng family, you’re already a rich young lady? Why don’t 

you think about it? You’re a wild girl who grew up in a poor mountain ditch. You’ve never received a 

good education. How can Dad and Mom treat you as their beloved daughter? Although you have some 

talent in music, you’re innately flirtatious. Therefore, our family did as you wished. Marrying you to 



President Liu can be considered as finding a rich man for you and letting you live a good life for the rest 

of your life. From this perspective, you still have to thank our family.” 

 

The toilet flushed as Feng Qing pushed the door open. 

 

Feng Jianing stood at the door and gave her a disdainful smile. She looked at Feng Qing as if she 

was looking at an ant on the ground. The two canine teeth that were revealed were like green-faced 

monsters. 

 

The two of them didn’t speak and walked out of the bathroom one after another. Just as they 

reached the door, they met President Liu. Feng Jianing chuckled and said, “President Liu, what a 

coincidence. You came to the toilet too. Then, you two can chat. I’ll go back first.” 

 

With that, she did not even look at Feng Qing. She took out an ‘Out of Order’ sign from the 

bathroom and placed it at the bathroom door before leaving with a smirk. 

 

From the start to the end, President Liu did not look sideways. His eyes were fixed on Feng Qing. 

If not for the fact that he was afraid that Feng Qing would shout loudly, he would have had Feng Qing on 

the spot. 

 

At the corner, Feng Jianing secretly glanced over, her eyes filled with coldness. She originally 

planned to go back directly, but she couldn’t help but want to see how Feng Qing was played by the 

middle-aged greasy uncle. 

 

She knew very well what kind of person Liu Changjiu was. In his eyes, women were just tools to 

vent his desires. There was no love at all. If Feng Qing were to marry him, she would at most be able to 

enjoy a period of happiness. When he was done playing with her, Liu Changjiu would kick her away 

unceremoniously and then look for another prey. 

 



The next second, Feng Jianing’s vision blurred. A strong wind blew her feet away. Before she 

could steady herself, she heard Feng Qing’s voice ringing in her ears. “My good younger sister, are you 

hiding here to watch the fun? But take a closer look, who is that person?” 

 

Looking at Feng Qing who was inches away, Feng Jianing’s mind went blank. She subconsciously 

turned her head and saw a familiar man lying on the ground. 

 

“Beining? Why are you here?” Feng Jianing asked curiously. 

 

Cao Beining fell onto the ground and did not say a word. Feng Jianing frowned and ran over, 

planning to help her boyfriend up. 

 

At this moment, Liu Changjiu transformed into a vicious tiger and pounced Feng Jianing into the 

bathroom. Listening to the screams in the bathroom getting weaker and weaker, and the sound of the 

man kissing frantically, Feng Qing left with a smile. 

 

Before she entered the room, she had already poisoned Feng Jianing and Liu Changjiu. As long 

as the two of them dared to scheme against her, Feng Qing would activate the poison in their bodies 

and let them have their merry time. 


